Student Name:

Course:

Teacher:

AP/PreAP/PreIB Course Commitment
Humble ISD recognizes the value of student participation in advanced academic coursework and encourages students to graduate from high
school with at least one advanced academic course credit. Participation in advanced academic courses is a foundation of college readiness and
research shows that students who participate are more likely to earn a bachelor’s degree in college. The intent of this commitment is to
maximize each student’s potential for success in AP, PreAP or PreIB courses.

Campus Commitment
The campus commits to advanced academics by communicating the value of advanced coursework, recruiting students with potential for success,
encouraging student commitment, and supporting advanced academic instruction.

Student Commitment

Parent Commitment

The student commits to advanced academics by recognizing the long
term benefits of participation and seeking assistance when needed.
As a student enrolled in an AP, PreAP orPreIBcourse:

The parent commits to advanced academics by supporting student
learning in the advanced academic course. As a parent of a student
enrolled in an AP, PreAP or PreIB course:








I understand that advanced academic courses may seem
challenging at first and initial grades may not reflect later
grades in the course.
In the event that I encounter difficulties with the course
content, I will conference with my teacher about my
progress and attend recommended tutorials.
I understand that course changes will be contingent on
space availability, extenuating circumstances, the
teacher’s appraisal of my potential for success in the
course, and the timing of the request.
I understand that I am expected to take the AP exam for
each course enrolled and that successful completion of an
AP exam can yield college credit.









I will encourage my child to be prepared for class each day.
I understand that advanced academic courses may seem
challenging at first and initial grades may not reflect later
grades in the course.
If my child encounters difficulties with the course content, I
will expect my child to conference with the teacher and
attend recommended tutorials.
Prior to initiating a petition for my child to exit the course, I
will contact the teacher for his/her input.
I understand that schedule changes will be contingent on
space availability, extenuating circumstances, the
teacher’s appraisal of my child’s potential for success in
the course, and the timing of the request.

Teacher Commitment
The teacher commits to advanced academics by encouraging student participation and success, planning for student learning, providing rigorous,
quality instruction, and offering assistance for struggling students. As a teacher of an AP, PreAP or PreIB course:







I will teach the course following the curriculum developed by Humble ISD and as authorized by College Board (AP Courses).
I will provide instruction that prepares students for the next level advanced academic course.
I will provide quality instruction at an advanced level and give ample opportunities for students to be successful.
I will assign work that is meaningful and relevant to the required learning goals.
I will provide appropriate interventions and tutorial opportunities for students who have difficulty with course content.
I will encourage and communicate to students that they are expected to take the AP exam for each enrolled course.
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